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This will have to be a short report, as we are now in purdah and am restricted, being a 
County Council Candidate, in what I can do or say. 
  
What I do want to say is thank you for putting up with me for the last 4 years, I have enjoyed 
the work that I have done, it is not always easy, you can`t do everything that everybody 
wants done, but I try and do my best and always will. 
  
I enjoyed being your County Councillor so much, that it is my intention to stand to represent 
you at County again at the elections on 6th May. 
  
A bit about finance, I can tell you that County are in a strong financial position, over the last 4 
years, we have manged your finances pretty well, even with COVID, to which I think we can 
see a bit of light at the end of the tunnel. Government have picked up the majority of the 
covid cost, but we will still be between £5m -£6m short of which we will have to cover the 
cost.    
  
1 The DCC Revenue budget at month 10 is now forecasting an underspend of £3.7 million 
which is a £5.6 million reduction from month 8 when the predicted overspend was £1.9 
million; to put in perspective that is just over one days expenditure which indicates the scale 
of the operation .However not included is the projected deficit of £30.9 million on Special 
Education Needs and Disabilities which totals £49.8 millions when including the 2019/20 
deficit which will be carried forward in line with the Department of Education guidelines. 
Central government has confirmed additional Grant funding to help during the pandemic 
amounting to £91 million and DCC has made £1.75 million available to the District councils. 
  
Winter Service 
  
There are a few more weeks of winter service possible – with a coldish snap for the coming 
weekend.  But to date 
  

• 17,700 tonnes of salt used this season (last season was 9,600 tonnes!). 

• 2257 route treatments this season. 

So considerably more activity then last year, which has a consequence as described below.. 
  
Scheme Delivery 
  
The challenging winter period and high level of gritting operations has had a corresponding 
impact on the delivery of the planned works.  The cohort of gritter drivers is made up of 
Skanska operatives who are the same people tasked with delivering our other work streams 
during the day.  They are often unable to work in the daytime if they have been driving 
gritters over night or find that their normal working hours are cut short as they have been 
called in to undertake winter operations over night. 
  
The Service took an early operational decision to focus resources on repairing pothole safety 
defects in line with the recommendation of the CIRS Scrutiny Committee.  While this has 
been a key factor in controlling the number of defects recorded on the network it has also 
impacted the programme for the delivery of planned works. 
  
There have been other obvious barriers to delivery that we have had to overcome.  The 
financial year 2020/21 has seen the authority deliver its largest ever capital budget of 



£74m.  This has been a real challenge, not only in scale but also due to the relatively late 
announcement of the increase limiting the time to effective plan.  The pandemic certainly 
impacted the first two months of the financial year leaving us a reduced window in which to 
deliver the planned works. 
  
Despite the challenges described above the Service has been able to deliver over 95% of 
the budget with a limited number of schemes not being delivered before the end of 
March.  The local teams have tried to work together to prioritise schemes that are important 
to communities to minimise the impact of the delays. 
  
Traffic Flows 
  
Generally traffic flows have been steadily rising, the last week for which data is available 
shows an overall reduction of 24% below 2020 levels.  The M5, A30 and A38 are showing a 
reduction of about 40%. 
  
Skanska/Milestone 
  
The team have been working hard on the Novation of the Term Contract from Skanska 
Infrastructure Services to Milestone Infrastructure Services (part of M group Services).  With 
the complexities of the divestment (involving 23 other contracts) the date of our novation has 
been put back one month to 1st May 2021. Due diligence has been completed and the team 
are working to this revised date. 
  
Many thanks for your support over the last 4 years, and if re-elected, I will support you all for 
another 4 years. 
  
Many thanks, 
Ray 
  
Ray Radford 
Devon County Councillor 
Willand & Uffculme Division 
Email: ray.radford@devon.gov.uk 
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